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The King of Comfort
since 1949

Alde Heating system
Clean, quiet and comfortable

Control panel with
touch screen

Boiler
Alde Compact 3010

All settings for the heating system are made
on the control panel via the user- friendly
menus on the touch screen. All key functions
are available directly from the home page.
Just like modern smart phones, the menu
system is intuitive and easy to navigate.

Alde Compact 3010 is the heart of the
heating system. It produces heat for heating and domestic hot water. It is powered
by LPG and electricity.

Convectors and
panel radiators
The convectors are placed along the outer
walls where they produce heat and enclose
the environment with a protective thermal
barrier that prevents draughts.
Panel radiators can be supplied to fit spaces
where it’s difficult to fit normal convectors.
e.g. in bathrooms.

Heat booster with fan
The heat booster is used for fast and directed
heating in e.g. wardrobes to dry wet clothes
and shoes.
Available in several variants. The most powerful
model is a compact heating unit consisting of
an efficient heating coil with fan.
Ask your dealer if heat booster is fitted in your vehicle.

Underfloor heating
We warmly recommend our underfloor
heating to give a complete heating system
with maximum comfort. It consists of pipe
coils in the floor that are connected to the
ordinary heating system.
Ask your dealer if underfloor heating is fitted
in your vehicle.
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Frost control

Tank heating

Frost control is a drain/safety valve that
automatically opens and drains the water
heater when there is a risk of frost. Also
acts as a safety valve against excessive
water pressure and as a manual drain valve.

Alde’s tank heater protects your water and
sewage tanks from frost damage. There are
several installation options, for example,
con- vectors that are installed between
the tanks or a pipe circuit below the tanks,
which is connected to the ordinary heating
system.

Ask your dealer if the Frost Control is fitted
in your vehicle.

Ask your dealer if tank heating is fitted in
your vehicle.

Heated towel rail
This practical towel rail offers high heat
output. It gives you lovely, warm towels
and extra heating in the toilet space.
Ask your dealer if heated towel rail is
fitted in your vehicle.

Hot water
The Alde Compact 3010 boiler has a built-in heater that
ensures that you always have hot water in the shower
and kitchen.

For camper vans only
Driver comfort
There are specially adapted convectors that are
connected to Alde’s heating system to give improved
comfort in and around the driver and passenger seats.
Other options include heating booster or fan convectors

Heating mat
You and your passengers can enjoy warmth and comfort
while you travel. The floor in the driver’s cab is often a
cold spot in winter. The Alde Heating mat prevents the
cold penetrating into your vehicle and makes your floor
warm and pleasant.
Ask your dealer if a heating mat is fitted in your vehicle

Engine heat exchanger
A heat exchanger allows the vehicle’s engine cooling
system to be used for heating and the production of hot
water. The heat can also be run in reverse and then acts
as an engine heater.
Ask your dealer if a engine heat exchanger is fitted in
your vehicle.
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Alde heating provides unsurpassed comfort
Our central heating system is a sophisticated, hydronic
system that works on the same principle as a modern home.
You get lovely, quiet warmth without really noticing it’s on,
regardless of the weather outside. Quality heating.
Convectors and radiators along the outer walls, and pipes
in floor, heat up the air, which in turn heats up the furniture
and surfaces. The rising, warm air forms a barrier in front of
the windows, keeping the cold out.
The gentle and natural air currents spread through the
whole interior, creating a pleasant environment with natural
humidity. The entire advanced system is controlled simply
and intuitively by the control panels touch screen.

Alde a Swedish story
More than fifty years ago, our founder Alde Rask decided
to build the ultimate heating for RV – and your valuable leisure time is as close to our heart now as it was then. Today,
our hydronic systems are actually more sophisticated than
in many homes.
Our entrepreneurial roots keep us focused on functionality,
quality and reliability, which motivate us to produce heating systems and accessories that will make your RV more
comfortable and hassle-free.
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Get more from your heating system
with Alde Genuine Accessories
Much of our wide and steadily growing range of accessories can
be retrofitted. You can usually do the job yourself.
Our original accessories have been developed by our own
experts and adapted to function smoothly and safely in your
vehicle. Take a closer look at the upgrade options contained in
our accessories folder or go to www.alde.us

Download Alde’s new service app for free
Having Alde’s Service app on your smart phone and tablet gives
you permanent easy access to information and help, no matter
where you are on holiday. What’s in the app:
• Information about the Alde heating system
• The way to the nearest Alde Service Center
• Manuals for your heating system
• Answers to the most frequently asked questions about Alde
heating systems
• Accessories for your Alde heating system
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Download the app by scanning the QR-code
or go to www.alde.us
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